Ease Your Way to
Younger-Looking Skin
with Fractional Laser
Wrinkle Treatment.

I

t’s time you looked as young and vital as you feel.
And now you can, with a fractional laser wrinkle
treatment that is FDA-cleared to reduce unwanted
lines on your face, including around your eyes and
mouth.

You’re Just A Laser
Treatment Away from
Smoother Skin.
Choose FDA-Cleared Fractional Laser
Wrinkle Treatment.
S C H E D U L E Y O U R T R E AT M E N T
S E S S I O N T O D A Y.

Take Years Off
Your Face in
Just One Day.
I T ’ S T H E W R I N K L E T R E AT M E N T
YOU’VE BEEN WISHING FOR.

Just one laser wrinkle treatment can diminish the
appearance of even the deepest lines, without
lengthy downtime and with long-lasting results.
It’s not magic. It’s powerful laser technology that
breaks down facial lines and creases and helps
generate new skin that’s healthier and smoother.
Laser wrinkle treatment is a treatment alternative
that lets you recover in as little as four days without
the pain or side effects of more invasive surgery.
Best of all, laser wrinkle treatment lets you
look like you—only better. Same face but with
fewer lines and wrinkles—and without unnatural
facial changes.

Address facial lines and creases with
nonsurgical laser wrinkle treatment,
ideal for:
Periorbital (eye) wrinkles • Crow’s feet • Perioral
(mouth) wrinkles • Frown lines • Lipstick lines •
Smoker’s lines • Facial wrinkles

RE D U C E T H E A P P E ARANCE O F CRO W’ S
F E E T AN D S MOO T H YOUR LIPSTICK
LINES IN JUST ONE SESSION.

Your provider has chosen Palomar ® products for your
treatment. Palomar produces the most advanced cosmetic lasers and pulsed light systems to dramatically
improve the appearance of skin.
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Schedule your
treatment session today.

Why Is Our Laser Wrinkle Removal the Preferred Choice for Treatment?
✧ One simple treatment with recovery in
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✧ Deep tone & texture improvement
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facial changes

How many treatments will I need?
Most people see results with only one
treatment session.

Laser wrinkle treatment is ideal for deep,
difficult-to-treat lines and creases around the
eyes, mouth and face.

How quickly will I recover?

How does it work?

You can resume regular daily activities often
in as little as four days.

Your provider uses an ablative fractional laser
from the company that invented and patented
micro-fractional laser technology. Laser wrinkle
treatment uses laser light to deliver energy deep
into the skin, generating new skin that’s smooth
and even.

How long does it take?
This is a single-treatment procedure that can be
performed in as little as 30 minutes, depending
on the size of the treatment area.

Does it hurt?
Haneef Alibhai, MD

✧ Smoother skin without drastic

Frequently Asked Questions
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What areas are appropriate for wrinkle
treatment?
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✧ Minimal risk of complications

Your provider will discuss pain management
options with you.

After
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Individual results may vary and are not guaranteed.

Laser wrinkle treatment delivers the dramatic,
long-lasting results you desire.

What can I expect after treatment?
Ask your provider to discuss the necessary
post-treatment care with you.

